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A Little Bird Told Me... 
(Overheard by our sax-playing 

seagull) 

—The Somers Point Jazz Society is 

seeking sponsors for our upcoming 

Cape Bank Jazz @ the Point Festi-

val, March 11-14, 2010.  If you are a 

business owner who would be 

interested, please contact us at 

609-927-6677.  Sponsorships start 

at $500. 

—Check out our weekly ‘Jazz 

Notes’ e-mail for a current listing 

of live jazz happenings in our area. 
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MONKadelphia (photo credit:  Victor L. Schermer) 

Wouldn’t it be great if we could have a Mount 
Rushmore of modern jazz, maybe located at the 
entrance to Lincoln Center, right near where 
Thelonious Monk grew up? Of course, the sculp-
ture would include “Hat and Beard” in stone, 
looking cool and pondering another enigmatic 
musical masterpiece. Well, we don’t have that…
yet, but thankfully we do have the Philly-based 
jazz quintet MONKadelphia to carry forward the 
music and spirit of Thelonious Monk.  
 
MONKadelphia brought their unique and forward 
looking interpretations of Monk’s compositions 
to Gregory’s for the July installment of the Blue 
Moon Brewery Summer Jazz Series. This musical 
cooperative consists of Chris Farr on tenor sax, 
Tony Miceli on vibes, Tom Lawton on piano, Mi-
cah Jones on acoustic bass, and Jim Miller on 
drums. This is the exact same group that re-
corded their debut CD live at Rowan University in 
December 1999. MONKadelphia is not your typi-
cal “Legacy Band,” because none of these young 
and talented musicians actually played with 
Monk. However, this group is no gimmick either, 
and has proven their commitment to Monk’s 
music over the course of a ten-year period and 
shows no signs of winding down. 

tra, as well as the Vibration Society formed in 1981 
by Dorthaan Kirk (the widow of Rahsaan Roland 
Kirk), which featured pianist Hilton Ruiz, trombon-
ist Steve Turre’, trumpeter Bill Hardman, and tenor 
saxophonist Junior Cook. Last year, many of us 
got to see the fantastic Cannonball Adderley Leg-
acy Band featuring Vincent Herring on alto sax and 
the legendary Jimmy Cobb on drums, when they 
played at Jazz @ the Point 2008. And yes, there 
was also a group dedicated to Thelonious Monk: 
Sphere formed in 1982 (the year Monk died) and 
included former Monk colleagues tenor saxophon-
ist Charlie Rouse, bassist Buster Williams, and 
drummer Ben Riley, with pianist Kenny Barron. 
Sphere’s repertoire mixed Thelonious Monk com-
positions with original songs written by group 
members. Sphere disbanded in 1988 when Charlie 
Rouse passed away, and reformed 10 years later 
with tenor saxophonist Gary Bartz. So now, in 
2009, the songs these jazz giants created and left 
behind have become the ultimate gifts that keep 
on giving. According to an appendix in Leslie 
Gourse’s book “Straight No Chaser: The Life and 
Genius of Thelonious Monk,” Monk left us with 91 
compositions registered with Broadcast Music Inc. 
(BMI). Many of these have become jazz standards. 
 
MONKadelphia, current and hometown keepers of 
the flame, opened the evening with one of Thelo-
nious Monk’s classic blues compositions, “Blue 
Bolivar Blues”, and immediately established a  

As jazz matures and enters its 
second century of existence, 
one interesting niche of the mu-
sic has been the formation of 
groups to focus on the music of 
the jazz masters who defined 
modern jazz during the 1950s 
and 1960s. Quietly, these groups 
are becoming a sustainable 
force to prove that jazz has in-
deed become America’s classical 
music. Many of these groups 
were formed by the musicians 
who played with these legends. 
Some that come to mind are 
Mingus Dynasty (formed in 
1979), Charles Mingus Big Band, 
and the Charles Mingus Orches-
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swinging groove. This was followed by a 
quick but dark and stormy version of 
“Bemsha Swing,” which featured swirling 
and rumbling drumming from Jim Miller, 
alternating between snare and tom-toms. 
This was fun because it was a fresh and dif-
ferent arrangement, almost using the frame-
work of the original to forge a new song 
(and very much what jazz is all about). Next 
was Monk’s re-working of the standard 
swinger “Sweet Georgia Brown” (ironically 
titled “Bright Mississippi” by Monk). Tom 
Lawton’s piano was out front for the ballad 
“Ugly Beauty” and Chris Farr played a wild 
sax solo that ventured into free jazz with 
cascades of notes and squeals during the 
solo’s climactic finish. It was becoming clear 
that these were creations based on, not re-
creations of, Monk’s compositional gems. 
“Eronel” featured a beautiful bowed bass 
solo by Micah Jones. (According to song co-
writer, trumpeter Idrees Sulieman, this song, 
written with pianist Sadik Hakim with one 
note altered by Monk at rehearsals before 
he recorded it, was named for a woman 
named Lenore, but was spelled backwards 
because Lenore was Hakim’s girlfriend while 
also the girlfriend of one of the gangsters 
who owned the nightclub at which they 
played!) The first set concluded with 
“Rhythm-a-ning,” Monk’s take on “I Got 

Rhythm.” 
The second set opened with a medley of 
“Crepuscule with Nellie” and “Green Chim-
neys.” Tenor sax player Chris Farr intro-
duced the next song, “Skippy” by humor-
ously expressing respect and even fear for 
the song’s wickedly complicated introduc-
tion, which he was about to attempt. It was 
the musical equivalent of a high wire act and 
added a bit of excitement to the evening. 
There were no falls that night, and some-
how Farr navigated this maze of a composi-
tion without losing his way. Next was one of 
Monk’s lesser-known songs, "Played Twice,” 
followed by “Reflections” which was played 
as an interesting sort of samba. The evening 
ended with two of Monk’s classics: “Brilliant 
Corners” and “Nutty.” All in all, this was an 
eclectic mix of songs, each given a unique 
MONKadelphia arrangement. Some of the 
songs most associated with Monk like 
“Straight No Chaser”, and “Round Mid-
night”, were not played that night, which 
left more of an emphasis on Monk’s diverse 
body of work as a composer. 
 
Listening to even just one song from Monk’s 
music often leads me to the equivalent of 
entering a long tunnel with no idea where 
the end will be. I find that I can’t listen to 
anyone else for the entire day, or week, or 
sometimes fortnight. Just Monk, over and 

over, until it becomes part of my pulse and is 
slipping in and out of my dreams at night. And 
so it was, following my first experience with 
this outstanding quintet. It gives me great 
pleasure to let you know that MONKadelphia 
will be returning to Somers Point for Jazz @ 
the Point 2010, next March. 

5 by Monk by 5 
         By Jim Bonar 

Not necessarily the best and not even all my favorites, but a ‘whipped up on the spur of the moment for fun’ list that merely just scratches 
the surface of illustrating the long reach of this pioneer of modern jazz. Monk spent many years in relative obscurity before the rest of the 
musical world advanced to the point where it could recognize his genius. But those few who were way ahead of us, people like Coleman 
Hawkins, Cootie Williams, Dizzy Gillespie, and Charlie Parker, all who worked with Monk and/or played his songs as far back as the early 
1940s—they knew. 
 

1. Monk and John Coltrane’s “Ruby My Dear” (LP/CD “Thelonious Monk with John Coltrane”). So beautiful it makes me want to cry, 
no matter how many times I listen to it. 

2. Charlie Parker/Bud Powell “Round Midnight” (LP/CD: Charlie Parker - One Night at Birdland). Two exquisite solos. As weary and 
melancholy as it gets. In hindsight, I think of Fats Navarro on the bandstand that night but sitting this one out, weeks away from 
death at age 27, Bird and Bud in the middle of extended crises, and a teenaged Jimmy Scott waiting in the wings to wail 
“Embraceable You.” A true crime that this June 1950 bootleg recording (on LP and then CD) was/is so often out of print. 

3. Wynton Marsalis’ “Think of One” (Marsalis’ 2nd album “Think of One” 1983). Alternating between cool and mellow and hot ‘n nasty, 
I played this one over and over when it came out. 

4. Illinois Jacquet “Round Midnight” (on bassoon! from 1969 LP “The Blues, That’s Me!”). A recent find for me recorded by my favor-
ite Texas Tenor. A chamber music type introduction played with Buster Williams on bowed bass and Wynton Kelly on piano and 
with soul somehow sneaked into the middle of a more typical Jacquet set of blues, ballads, and swing. Things like that were not 
uncommon during the dark days of jazz in the late 1960s. 

5. A two-part  shout-out to the locals on the vocals: 
a.  MONKadelphia “Monk’s Dream” (on their self-titled live CD) featuring Jazz Bridge's own Suzanne Cloud’s spunky-funky vocal 

rendition. Lyrics by Jon Hendricks. How can you resist the line calling out Monk’s “two fascinating children Boo Boo and Toot.” 
Of course Toot grew up to be jazz drummer T.S. Monk! 

b.  Gina Roche “Round Midnight” (You can’t buy this on CD. You’ll just have to go out and see her perform live.) So soulful, and a 
moody meditation on the ups and downs of love.  

Jazz Birthdays 

July: 

2 Ahmad Jamal, piano (1930) 

7 Hank Mobley, tenor sax (1930) 

15     Philly Joe Jones, drums (1923) 

16     Cal Tjader, vibes (1925) 

22 Al Dimeola, guitar (1954) 

August: 

6 Charlie Haden, bass (1937) 

7 Howard Johnson, tuba (1941) 

16 Bill Evans, piano (1929) 

29 Dinah Washington, singer (1924) 

September: 

3 Mickey Roker, drums (1932) 

15 Cannonball Adderley, alto sax (1928) 

17 Brother Jack McDuff, organ (1926) 

23     Les McCann, singer, piano (1935) 

30    Oscar Pettiford, bass, cello (1922) 
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By Dr. Robert Rawlins 

Ahmad Jamal was once listening to Ben 
Webster in a club when Webster unexpect-
edly stopped playing.   Jamal asked, “Why 
did you stop, Ben.”  Webster replied, “I for-
got the lyrics.”   
 
We usually don’t think about the connection 
between jazz improvisation and the words 
to a song.  After all, jazz musicians not only 
improvise on the chords to a song, but often 
interpret and change the melody itself.  But 
that doesn’t alter the fact that many songs 
contain a deeper meaning that is only under-
stood by knowing what the lyrics are about. 
 
For example, how can you listen to a song 
like “My Funny Valentine” without at least 
experiencing some of the emotion of Lorenz 
Hart’s poignant lyrics, even if the words are 
not present?  We might not know the lyrics 
verbatim, but once you have heard the 
words, you’ll always know the story.   
 
By contrast, a ballad like “Don’t Explain,” 
also in a minor key, and generally taken at 
the same tempo, has a different tone and 
mood entirely.  Emotions come in many dif-
ferent flavors, and the best way to find the 
proper sentiment is to know the story. 
 
With those thoughts in mind, I’d like to dis-
cuss some of the music of Johnny Mercer, 
who was born 100 years ago this year.  An 
accomplished singer (with four #1 hits and 13 
top-ten hits) and song composer, Mercer 
was mostly known for his lyrics.  For nearly 
40 years, he was among the dominant 
forces in popular music, penning the lyrics to 
hundreds of classic American songs. 
 
Mercer grew up in Savannah, Georgia, 
where he was exposed to much African 
American music and culture.  An average 
student, he became an avid reader, a good 
singer, and wrote for the school newspaper 
in high school.  After a short period of work-
ing in his father’s business, he left for NY at 
the age of 19, hoping to break into show 
business.   
 
Living in a small Greenwich Village apart-
ment, Mercer sought all the singing jobs he 
could, and also began to write his own mu-
sic.  He recalls a particular incident when he 
auditioned for a show with an original song 
and “they put the song in the show but not 

me.”  Although Mercer found 
some success as a singer, and 
would later go on to make 
some significant recordings, 
it was gradually becoming 
clear to him that his true tal-
ents lay in the realm of lyric 
writing.  Although times were 
tough during the early de-
pression, Mercer kept at it 
and started to build a reputa-
tion for himself as a compe-
tent lyricist. 
 
At one point Mercer became 
friendly with Yip Harburg, 
who wrote lyrics for Harold 
Arlen.  Mercer would later 
state that he learned much of 
his craft, as well as work 
ethic, from Harburg.  "He 
taught me how to apply my-
self. We would work on and 
sometimes sit in a room all 
day long. We'd get the rhym-
ing dictionary and Roget's 
Thesaurus and we would sweat.  And that’s 
the first time I ever knew you had to work 
that hard.” 
 
A.J. Liebling, the famous sports writer for 
The New Yorker, once decried the “myth of 
the man who can do a complicated thing 
without learning how.”  Mercer did a very 
complicated thing and it took him years to 
learn how.  And he always warned any aspir-
ing writer of the hard work involved in writ-
ing songs.  "At best, maybe 10 per cent of 
them will ever be published, and only a tiny 
percentage of those will be hits. So you've 
got to keep turning them out.” 
 
And Mercer did turn them out.  The hits be-
gan to come, and a move to Hollywood in 
1935 assured his success.  Among his suc-
cessful songs of the 1930s were “Lazy 
Bones,” “P.S. I Love You,” “Goody Goody,” 
“I’m an Old Cowhand,” “Hooray for Holly-
wood,” “Too Marvelous for Words,” “You 
Must Have Been a Beautiful Baby,” 
“Jeepers, Creepers, “ “And The Angels 
Sing,” and “Day In, Day Out.”  By the turn of 
the decade Mercer’s career was in full 
swing.  At one point five of the top ten 
songs on You Hit Parade had lyrics by 
Johnny Mercer. 
 

There’s a funny story about “Goody 
Goody.”  Although somewhat of a novelty 
song, Mercer was convinced he had written a 
very clever lyric and worked hard to plug the 
song to Benny Goodman.  Benny’s singer, 
Helen Ward, pleaded not to be forced to sing 
“that damn song,” but Benny insisted.  Re-
corded in February, 1936, the song spent 13 
weeks on Your Hit Parade, holding the num-
ber one position for four weeks. 
  
While Mercer could adapt to a lot of contexts, 
he was particularly good at writing lyrics that 
were simple, direct and down-to-earth.  “I’m 
an old Cowhand (from the Rio Grande),” 
which Mercer thought of while driving 
through Texas, is an example of this.  Another 
was, “P.S. I Love You,” which actually began 
as a letter to his wife.  In it he wrote “just the 
sort of trivia that occurs to one lonely for 
another.” 
  
But his lyrics could go much deeper than 
that.  In 1941, Mercer had an affair with Judy 
Garland, who was then 19.  Only two years 
after the release of “The Wizard of Oz,” it 
would seem that Mercer, like all of us, had 
fallen in love with Dorothy.  Only he did some-
thing about it.  The problem was that Mercer 
was married, and Judy was engaged, and the 
intense liaison was soon ended.                (cont’d) 

Lyrics Legend Johnny Mercer 

Johnny Mercer (photo credit: www.johnnymercer.com) 
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Mercer always admitted that he never got 

over his love for Judy Garland, and that it is 

revealed in several of his songs, such as 

“Skylark,” “One for My Baby,” and, most 

directly in “I Remember You,” where he 

writes, “When my life is through, and the 

angels ask me to recall, the thrill of it all, 

then I will tell them I remember you.”  

Clearly, Mercer took his music seriously. 

   
Generally, Mercer preferred to write his 
lyrics to a pre-existing melody.  He felt it his 
duty to capture the implicit mood of the 
tune and express that sentiment with 
words.  But there were also occasions when 
he would collaborate with the composer 
more closely. 
   
 An example of that is “That Old Black 
Magic,” from the 1942 film “Star Spangled 
Rhythm.”  The score called for a dance num-
ber to accompany a ballerina, (the wife of 
George Balanchine at the time).  Harold 
Arlen had a melody in mind, and Mercer had 
an idea for a lyric, but he needed a longer 
melody than Arlen had provided.  Arlen com-
plied by doubling up the usual song length 
of 32 bars, producing a 64 bar song with a 
tag, for a total of 72 bars.  “Black Magic” 
was nominated for best song of the year, 
and several hit versions followed.  It also 
became a staple of the jazz repertoire, 
though few are aware that the lyrics were 
the driving force in creating the unusual 
form of the song. 
  
The 1940s were extremely productive and 
successful for Mercer.  Once he reached his 
stride, his creative powers seemed to con-
tinue unabated through his life.  Although 
musical tastes began to change to other 
types of music in the 1950s, Mercer contin-
ued to produce hits.  His association with 
Henry Mancini in the early 1960s was par-
ticularly productive; together they won the 
Academy Award in 1961 for “Moon River” 
and again in 1962 for “Days of Wine and 
Roses.”   
  
In all, Mercer was nominated for 18 Acad-

emy Awards, and won four times.  He had 11 

number one hits  and 19 million sellers.  

More importantly, his songs have become 

classics, and dozens are among the favorite 

vehicles of jazz musicians.  Each has a unique 

story to tell, and Mercer captured that story 

in his inspiring lyrics. 

Upcoming Events 

SPJS Fall Concert 

Saturday, October 17th, 2009 @ Mac’s Restaurant, 908 Shore Rd., Somers Point, NJ 

Featuring The Alex Norris Quartet:  Alex Norris - trumpet and flugelhorn, Roy Dunlap - piano, 

Matt Hughes - bass, Brian Floody – drums  

Alex Norris is one of New York City's most acclaimed and sought-after musicians. This is 

a performance you don't want to miss! To hear samples of Alex's music visit: 

http://www.myspace.com/alexpopenorris 

 

2 sets starting at 8 PM and 9:45 PM.  

Admission is good for both sets. Tickets  - $10 for Somers Jazz Society  members, $20 for all 

others. For advance ticket information call 927-6677 or 457-7892.  Cash bar and menu avail-

able. 

The Blue Moon Brewery Winter Jazz Series  
Two great groups performing on each of the following Saturday nights --November 14, 2009, 

December 12, 2009, January 23, 2010, February 20, 2010 and April 10, 2010. 

 

Performances will be held at Gregory's Restaurant, 900 Shore Rd., Somers Point, NJ and an-

other venue to be determined. Performance times are 8 -11 PM and 8:30 - 11:30 PM. 

 

Somers Point Jazz Society members and students with a valid ID are admitted free. All others 

will be charged $10 at the door, and this includes admittance to both venues. Stay tuned for 

more details.   

The 2nd Annual Somers Point Jazz Society Benefit Concert 

January 10, 2010  7 - 9 PM at Greate Bay Country Club 901 Mays Landing Rd., Somers Point, NJ 

 

A Very Special Evening of Music Featuring the George Mesterhazy Trio with special guests . 

Karen Rodriguez Latin Jazz Ensemble  

Summer is the time for lots and lots of sun-

shine, long carefree weekends, plenty of 

good baseball, and listening to the exciting 

musical rhythms from Cuba, Puerto Rico, 

Mexico, and Brazil (often by way of New 

York or Philly or Camden or Trenton). The 

Karen Rodriguez Latin Jazz Ensemble put on 

a crowd pleasing, as well as educational, 

show for the August installment of the Blue 

Moon Brewery Summer Jazz Series. For one 

night, the fact that this NY Mets fan could 

get one out of four of these summer joys 

was a much appreciated blessing. 

 
With Karen Rodriguez’s energetic vocals 
front and center on the salsas, mambos, and 
cha-chas and emotional, passionate rendi-
tions of boleros and bossa nova songs, this 

group also featured a rock solid rhythm sec-
tion with Pedro Zayas on bongos and percus-
sion, Juan Medina on bass and backing vo-
cals, and Mariana Medina on congas and per-
cussion. Rounding out the quintet was 
Suzzette Ortiz on piano and backing vocals. 
Suzzette is an outstanding jazz pianist and 
composer, who performed several nights 
earlier at Chicken Bone Beach in AC with the 
group Mysterious Traveler. She is also an 
award winning educator and is currently cho-
ral director and vocal music/piano teacher at 
Camden's Creative Arts High School. This 
group played seamlessly and moved from 
style to style, tempo to tempo, as if they’ve 
been doing this together forever. (Actually, 
the group was formed nine years ago.) 
 
The musical feast served up that night was 
more of a smorgasbord than a paella (with               

By Jim Bonar 

(cont’d page 6) 

http://www.myspace.com/alexpopenorris
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In Pictures:  3rd Annual SPJS Jazz BBQ 
June 2009 was a rainy one, and that’s putting it mildly! However, as the saying goes, the 

show must go on, and such was the case with the 3rd Annual SPJS Jazz BBQ, held on June 

24 at the home of Raye & Joe Breidenstine.  Ominous skies didn’t put a damper on the great 

music, food, and camaraderie shared by all in attendance.  Up until the downpour at the end 

of the night, Mother Nature was appeased by the fantastic musical offerings of very special 

guest Joe Magnarelli on trumpet, who was backed by a great band featuring Christopher 

Brown on drums and sax, Tim Lekan on bass, and Katie Cosco on keyboards.  Also sitting in 

were Michael Pedicin, Jr. on tenor sax, Dr. Bob Rawlins on alto sax, and Bob Ferguson and 

Joe Breidenstine on trumpet.  
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the fusion of ingredients therein). Each song 

was a unique and separate delight for both 

the novice and the aficionado of what is 

imperfectly classified as “Latin Jazz.” Both 

sets included a combined nearly two dozen 

songs, and covered a lot of ground stylisti-

cally and geographically. Karen Rodriguez 

kept it moving while clearly announcing 

each song title, often in Spanish and then in 

English, and briefly mentioning the song’s 

origin. For me, this really enhances the live 

music experience and often leads me to 

seek out music I never would’ve found any 

other way.  

 

What made Karen Rodriguez’s group’s pres-

entation different from most Latin jazz 

groups I’ve seen recently was the frequent 

incorporation of bossa nova into the group’s 

repertoire, including Antonio Carlos Jobim’s 

“Corcovado” (aka “Quiet Nights”), “Triste”, 

and “Insensatez” (aka “How Insensitive”) 

sung with much emotion in the original lan-

guage. Another unique characteristic of the 

group was that they did not attempt to force 

jazz improvisation where it did not fit, often 

playing a song in unison from start to finish, 

focusing on the rhythms and the vocals. That’s 

not to say that stellar improvisation did not 

occur. It certainly did as Suzzette Ortiz took 

crowd-stirring solos on “Maria Cervantes” (by 

Puerto Rican composer and bandleader Noro 

Morales) and her interpretation of “El Cuarto 

De Tula” (popularized by Cuba’s Buena Vista 

Social Club), as well as her swinging accompa-

niment on the Latin jazz staple “Mambo Inn” 

by the Cuban Godfather of all things Latin jazz, 

Mario Bauza. Also worthy of mention was 

Rafael Hernandez’s “El Cumbachero,” which 

featured fine bongo playing by Pedro Zayas. 

 

For me a revelation was listening to the 

group’s beautiful interpretations of three 

songs from Mexican composer Armando Man-

zanero, songs that seemed to be very near and 

dear to Karen Rodriguez’s heart.  “Somos No-

vios” (loosely translated: “we are lovers”) was 

the original melody used with new English 

lyrics for Perry Como’s “It’s Impossible” and 

was just gorgeous with the original lyrics sung 

in Spanish. Interestingly, two other Armando 

Manzanero songs were bookends to the night 

of music,  opening with “Contigo 

Aprendi” (With You I Learned) and ending the 

evening with “Adora”. This was just one more 

example of how there is no better way to learn 

more about jazz or any other music than to get 

out and see it live, and play close attention 

to the musicians who are usually passion-

ate and knowledgeable about the music 

they play. 

 
Sprinkled throughout each set were Latin 
jazz versions of super hits of the ‘70s like 
Stevie Wonder’s “You Are the Sunshine of 
My Life,” Roberta Flack’s “Killing Me Softly 
With His Song,” and Billy Joel’s “Just The 
Way You Are.” I confess I had an anxious 
moment worrying that a cha-cha version of 
“You Light up My Life” was on its way. It 
wasn’t, and I’m only kidding! It actually 
brought to mind that I recently heard rising 
alto sax star Tia Fuller introduce a tradition-
ally played version of “Body and Soul” with 
the anecdote that a veteran jazz musician 
advised her to always play at least one 
song the audience knows. This goes back 
to the idea of something for everybody, 
which is fine with me. And speaking of 
something for everybody, Karen Rodri-
guez’s group even did a rousing song in 
English called “Marie Laveau,” a tribute to 
the legendary 19th century voodoo queen in 
New Orleans. That song got a rise out of 
my buddy sitting with me, a proud native of 
southern Louisiana.  

All in all, it was a festive evening, and also 
an informative survey of the rich heritage 
and music brought to the United States by 
musicians from the countries in South and 
Central America and the Caribbean. Many 
thanks to Karen Rodriguez for bringing her 
talented Latin Jazz Ensemble down to So-
mers Point. If by chance you weren’t there 
and you get another chance to see this 
group, by all means go! 

Juan Medina 

What is Latin Jazz?  An Opinion 
By Jim Bonar 

What is Latin jazz, and is it jazz? Describing 

what jazz is and isn’t has always been a cot-

tage industry and usually a waste of valuable 

time that could be spent listening to music. 

Jazz is a moving target, taking from and 

giving back to music ranging from Tin Pan 

Alley songs by the Gershwins, Cole Porter, 

and Rodgers and Hart to the Blues, from 

Gospel to Rock, from Latin to even Country 

and Western (yes that’s right: Willie Nelson 

and Wynton Marsalis just made a record 

together and don’t forget Sonny Rollins’ 

“I’m an Old Cow Hand”). So then why does 

Latin jazz have to segregated and hyphenated 

instead of merely just appreciated? 

 

My own road down the journey to answer this 

question probably began close to thirty years 

ago at a place called Johnny’s Reef at the end 

of City Island, in the northeastern corner of the 

Bronx NY. My friends and I would end up there 

for late night burgers and beers. Well, back in 

the day that was the place for families to go 

and have impromptu parties at picnic tables on 

the concrete patio, playing Salsa music on 
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portable radios and enjoying the cool 

breezes from the Long Island Sound. I fell in 

love with the rhythms and the swinging 

horn sections and the pleasure of watching 

the dances they inspired. From there I 

sought out radio shows that played all types 

of Latin music, and started buying records 

by Machito, Mongo Santamaria, Joe Cuba, 

Tito Puente and others. Then I would go to 

New York sometimes on Monday night for 

“Salsa Meets Jazz” at the Village Gate. One 

night, James Moody was the guest soloist 

with Mongo Santamaria’s band, and Dizzy 

Gillespie walked in off the street and 

jammed for two songs. I got to see Tito 

Puente, “El Rey del Timbal”, the king, whose 

live concerts were every bit as exciting as 

James Brown’s. 

 

Jazz has had a close relationship with music 

from Latin American countries from the 

beginning, from Jelly Roll Morton’s “Spanish 

Tinge” (which in reality was not related to 

Spain but how Morton described the influ-

ence of Afro- Caribbean rhythms on his mu-

sic) to Juan Tizol’s “Caravan” composed for 

Duke Ellington’s Orchestra way back in 1937, 

to Charlie Parker and Dizzy Gillespie’s re-

cordings with the Mario Bauza and the Ma-

chito Orchestra in the late 1940s, to George 

Shearing’s Latin jazz groups, and on and on. 

The degree to which Latin jazz leans more to 

Latin or more to jazz is loosely defined only 

by the talents and musical preferences of 

those playing it. However, a bongo here and 

there does not a Latin jazz record make!  Con-

versely, not all Salsa musicians are playing 

Latin jazz. Some criteria that define Latin jazz 

include whether the music swings, whether 

the songs played include some jazz standards 

(e.g., “Take Five”, “Milestones”, “A Night In 

Tunisia”, to name a few), whether the musi-

cians are improvising or just playing the song 

straight, but to Latin rhythms, and whether 

the musicians have a certain amount of 

knowledge of and respect for both the Latin 

and jazz traditions.  

 

The reality is that jazz and much of the music 

from Latin America share a key element in 

their DNA, which are the rhythms brought to 

the new world by slaves from Africa. In my 

mind, there is no question that jazz apprecia-

tion should include the music imperfectly 

labeled “Latin Jazz.” It is an oversimplifica-

tion to say that the descriptor “Latin Jazz” is 

just a marketing technique to bring this rich 

music to those of us who haven’t learned to 

dance to it yet. But there may be a grain of 

truth there. The golden age of mambo and its 

offshoots and later bossa nova took place 

during the period jazz was evolving into a 

music to sit and listen to instead of for danc-

ing. That’s too big a can of worms to open 

here, but the fact is that much of what jazz 

was changing into left the dancers behind, 

and in places like the large hotels in the Cats-

kills, or the dance palaces in Harlem and the 

Bronx, when people like Tito Puente and 

Machito, and later Mongo Santamaria, came 

in to help fill the void. 

 

I can’t think of a better way to sum this up 

than to leave you with the words of the 

great Charlie Parker, “the Bird,” whose mu-

sic, although labeled “bebop” by the music 

critics, flew beyond classification to places 

few have ever been able to go. On the band-

stand at the Royal Roost in Manhattan, dur-

ing a New Year’s morning 1949 broadcast 

live over radio station WMCA, emcee and 

jazz disc jockey Symphony Sid conversed 

with Parker about the landmark records he 

recently made with the Machito Orchestra, 

saying “Well, it more or less puts bop in a 

more or less commercial sort of a groove, 

don't you think?” The bird’s gentle reply: 

“Well, if you wanna take it that way, but I 

mean, ‘bop’ is just a title, I mean, it's all still 

music to me.” 

Sittin’ In 
Special Guest Columnist, Christopher Brown 

THE JAZZ DILEMMA 

As one might suspect, the Jazz dilemma is 
indeed a multifaceted one. But since I’m a 
performer, I’ll be primarily speaking about 
the dilemmas that exist within the musical 
conventions that we musicians have come 
to know—and non-musicians have come to 
regard as utterly confusing—and to hope-
fully shed a shred of clarity on these issues, 
as well as a few others, for all those con-
cerned.  

I see the Jazz dilemma as one that could be 
analogous to the dilemma within religion, in 
that when we consider the conventions of 
religion, we have to remember that they’re 
meant to function solely as a conduit for 
ascending this earthly life. And like religion, 
it too has developed a vast array of conven-
tions that, if religiously followed, are sup-
posed to lead us to the “holy-grail.” How-
ever, from what I see, there has been so 

much focus on these “rules” that most peo-
ple have forgotten how or why they even 
came about. And without this type of under-
standing, it makes it quite hard for anyone to 
stay grounded in any semblance of reality. So 
if we can ascertain and stay focused on what 
the big picture is, then it should inform us of 
how to better prioritize our assimilation of 
these “rules”, so that we make the best use 
of our time here on earth.  

In short, what I’m referring to is balance, be-
cause balance can’t be achieved if we can’t 
establish two or more points of interest (i.e. 
where we are, and where we’ve projected 
ourselves to be). So when there’s not a clear 
agenda, our goals lack urgency, clarity, and 
ultimately, a sense of purpose. And because 
of this lack of clarity, what we’ve been experi-
encing over the years are a bunch of people 
who are still shooting from the hip and hop-
ing that the universe will one day endow 
them with their own custom-tailored system 
of thinking that will both validate their exis-
tence as a musician, as well as reinforce to 
them that they are now on to something 
big—just like all the stories of self discovery 
that we’ve come to know and admire about 

musicians such as John Coltrane, Miles 
Davis, Charlie Parker, and countless others.  

So unless a dialogue about “big pictures” 
can be collectively talked about and agreed 
upon, we’ll be forced to continually contend 
with all the “religious” fanatics out there 
that will almost come to blows over which 
developmental process is the best one to 
follow—hence the segregation that has 
always existed between social scenes that 
differentiate themselves based upon musi-
cal styles.   

At first glance, it seems like this whole di-
lemma of both ascertaining what the big 
picture is, and how to go about navigating 
oneself towards this ‘light-at-the-end-of-the-
tunnel’, is about as clear as comprehending 
everything in the tax code. But I say that the 
answer is closer than most think. The reason 
why I say this is because life happens first, 
and then we concoct man made rules/
concepts to explain what we’ve experi-
enced, or are experiencing. Therefore, by 
this assertion, everything we do in life func-
tions as a reflection of our understanding of 
it. And if music is a reflection of our under 

(cont’d next pg) 
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standing of life, yet we keep hitting the 
same old road blocks in our lives, then per-
haps we need to focus our efforts on clean-
ing up some of those road blocks that keep 
hampering our personal development.  

For example, a few years ago I really started 
to think about why it was that my solos 
seemed to lack the type of flow and clarity 
of intention that I would have liked them to 
have. So to address the issue, I tried assum-
ing that it was indicative of some road 
blocks in my life. When I did this, I quickly 
discovered (through teaching) that when I 
spoke, I also felt that I was lacking the same 
sense of clarity and flow in my speaking 
pattern, which, in the end, was actually in-
dicative of my thinking pattern. From there, 
I discovered that I could specifically remedy 
the problem by writing more, and about any 
and everything. I figured that if I practiced 
editing my writing style so that the narrative 
of all my thoughts were ultra clear on paper, 
then by default it should clear up my speak-
ing pattern. So once all that came together, 
my playing not only adjusted itself accord-
ingly, but it did so immediately. And interest-
ingly enough, it did so without me having to 
actually invest much time at all in the prac-
tice room. In fact, I can get even more spe-
cific by saying that what I actually developed 
was my style for transitioning from thought 
to thought, because like most people, even 
though I had good thoughts on subjects, I 
wasn’t very good at presenting them in a 
very logical way, and it was solely because I 
hadn’t really solidified any of my concepts 
on certain subjects—which, in a way, can 
actually interfere with a person’s overall 
credibility.       

Another example of this music/life connec-
tion is that a lot of people believe that in 
order for them to be happy, they have to 
accomplish their goals exactly how they 
envision them. But we have to remember 
that the point of concocting these images is 
because we assume that they will make us 
happy. So what’s the big picture here, to be 
happy, or to achieve this made up reality as 
we see it? We have to remember that our lot 
in life is always dictated by all of our prior 
decisions (good, bad, and indifferent). So if 
we create a succession of appropriate deci-
sions, then it should lead us to a desirable 
future. So if our future doesn’t look exactly 
like we envisioned it, yet we’re still happy, 
then it shouldn’t matter because the point 
was to strive for happiness in the first place. 
And by living life through this process, it 

allows us to not only increase the chances of 
achieving a state of happiness in a much 
shorter amount of time, but it also dictates 
that we have to live life in the moment, be-
cause if we aren’t acutely aware of how life is 
constantly changing around us from moment 
to moment, then we surely can’t respond to 
these changes in the most appropriate way 
possible.  

Are you starting to see what I’m getting at? If 
not, allow me to quickly spell it out… 

As a drummer, when I’m on the bandstand, I 
try to respond at all times to the ever chang-
ing ideas of the soloist, and in the most ap-
propriate way—which simply means that I’m 
trying to compliment their ideas without im-
posing too much of my will on them, and 
ultimately the music. I also try to shape both 
the melody, as well as the soloists’ ideas, in a 
way that the listener can sense that there’s 
some semblance of a narrative that will even-
tually culminate in a climax of sorts, and in a 
very clear way. So clear in fact, that when the 
song is over, everyone should be able to re-
flect back (much like watching a movie) to an 
almost specific point to where they remem-
bered hearing the climax(s) occur. The point 
that I’m trying to make here is that a person 
can’t be appropriate towards the soloist/
music if they’ve already made up their mind 
as to how the overall narrative of a song is 
supposed to sound (which is usually dictated 
by what they’ve heard on other people’s al-
bums anyway). Therefore, the way I see it, 
the only true way to be appropriate is to bal-
ance the climax point with a generalized 
sense of how long a typical solo would last 
for (which I’ve determined is about 5 min on 
average) so that the arrival time of that solo-
ists’ climax can feel more natural, as opposed 
to the moment feeling forced/contrived—
which, on average, usually results in the cli-
max happening too early, and the band feel-
ing pressured to have to maintain that par-
ticular intensity for longer than they’d proba-
bly like to. Not to mention, if a climax hits a 
certain level, and then levels off for too long, 
then it automatically loses some of its appeal, 
which will invariably negate some of the work 
that was involved in getting there. Also, the 
same principle can be applied to playing the 
melody if one considers how long it takes to 
play the melody—which now brings me to my 
agenda of postulating that the big “pie in the 
sky” is based upon the process of reaching a 
climax.  

The reason why I say this is because every-
thing can be looked upon as leading to, or 
culminating, into a climactic situation. If the 

phone rings, it could be reasoned that the 
climax lay in the act of picking up the re-
ceiver. Or perhaps, if you know who’s calling 
you, then the climax could be the resolving 
of an issue during your conversation. Either 
way, it can be reasoned that a climax can 
exist in everything. Therefore, since this is a 
sustainable concept, that’s why I apply it as 
my primary agenda when playing music. 
When there’s a clear agenda, or point to 
what you’re doing, it helps you to appropri-
ately pace yourself when heading to your 
destination. And from what I’ve noticed, this 
[pacing] is what primarily separates more 
seasoned musicians from the more unsea-
soned ones. So if you can agree with me 
that everything can be reasoned down to a 
climactic situation, then we have to make 
sure that we know what actually constitutes 
a climax.  

But before I get to that, I have to address 
the notion that all terms are applied to all 
things retrospectively, because in the case 
of a climax, there has to be a [clear] release 
of tension in order to label an event as hav-
ing ever been climactic. I do want you to 
keep in mind, however, that not every cli-
max has to be epic. But nevertheless, there 
does have to be enough of a clearly stated 
narrative that precedes a climax if the climax 
is to have any substantial and lasting effect 
on the listener/reader/onlooker. So let us 
now take a close look at what actually con-
stitutes such a narrative.         

Think about the word Improvisation. If this 
word is split right down the middle, we’re 
left with a word that looks an awful lot like 
the word Improve. But improve upon what? 
Well, before anyone takes a solo, they have 
to play the melody, which is usually played 
twice (which sort of lets you know of its 
importance). Therefore, it could be rea-
soned that the point of a solo is to improve 
upon the melody, or to make a better mel-
ody. Furthermore, if a person were to take 
aspects of the melody and use it as the basis 
for their solo—especially the rhythmic as-
pects—then it would help the listener to 
bridge the gap between the content that 
they heard during the melody, and the con-
tent that they’re listening to during the solo. 
If you ask me, I believe that when the aver-
age listener listens to Jazz, and they say that 
it sounds confusing, it’s because they aren’t 
sure how to reference the relatedness be-
tween the melody and the solo. So if a per-
son retains enough of the melody in the 
beginning of their solo, it would actually 
help listeners of all levels to better appreci-
ate—not to mention follow—the full narra-



tive of the solo, and regardless of how dif-
ferent the end of the solo may sound from 
the beginning. Thusly, the inverse of this is 
why I suspect that the average person who 
has listened to Jazz, and has been put off by 
it, views the music with such contempt. It’s 
simply that they’re not aware of what to 
listen for/to, which inevitably prevents them 
from ever being present as an active listener 
when listening to Jazz—which, of course, is 
very different from the type of active partici-
pation that’s to be expected at a concert 
that’s hosting a much more popular genre of 
music. So really, when you think of what a 
good narrative should or could look like, a 
sustainable concept would be to say that 
you really can take as much liberty as you’d 
like with your solo as long as you know what 
your big ideas are, and are able to transition 
from one to the other as fluidly as possible. 
But if you want to take your solo to the high-
est level of relativity, then you would have 
to start by transitioning into your solo with 
some recognizable aspect of the melody 
before you go off on your explorations. And 
if you could manage to retain enough of the 
original melodic content even in the later 
stages of your solo, then you could really 
build the listeners ear up into a frenzy.  

As for climaxes, I usually equate them to the 
physical act of making love. But to give you 
the cliff notes on this concept, it’s safe to 
say that a climax can’t occur unless there’s 
some type of friction. And in the case of 
music, what I’m referring to is a rhythmic 
friction that exist when two or more people 
are playing rhythms that are both against 
one another, as well as the basic pulse of the 
song. But this really only works if each per-
son is maintaining one particular rhythm. 
Furthermore, this uncomfortable tension 
that’s created from this situation will con-
tinually grow the longer the musicians ab-
stain from giving in to their ear’s natural 
desire to resolve this tension. And just like 
the suspense thrillers of the silver screen, 
that sinking feeling in the pit of our stom-
achs, or the bated breath that we get as we 
reach closer to the end of the film, adds to 
more of the excitement of not knowing how 
everything will resolve in the end.    

To be frank, Jazz music, as well as Classical, 
will never compete with its pop counter 
parts, and I’m totally o.k. with that. My 
agenda for playing this music is not so I can 
help it compete with any other genre. My 
goal is to simply generate a comfortable 
living doing what I love to do, and do best—
as well as to do my part to generate enough 
public interest so that other musicians like 

me can hopefully fulfill the same goal. But 
simply put, these two factions are like apples 
and oranges, in that aside from the stylistic 
feel of Jazz and Classical, they appeal to a 
more mental or intellectual aesthetic if you 
compare them to the rest of the popular 
world of music, which undoubtedly puts 
more of the emphasis on the visual aesthetic. 

 But honestly speaking, I believe that a large 
part of what facilitates this dichotomy is the 
types of arenas that the more noted pop acts 
are housed in. Imagine if more Jazz concerts 
were housed in places where you had the 
option of standing or sitting (which is why 
I’ve never heard anyone ever complain about 
not enjoying themselves at a Jazz festival). 
You would then have the ability to take in 
more of the atmosphere and collective en-
ergy of the room, or stadium, by the simple 
fact that you have the ability to move about 
without it looking weird. Think about it…why 
don’t we stand when we’re in a classroom? If 
we did, and for the duration that classes nor-
mally last (which is actually shorter than the 
amount of time that a typical pop concert will 
last for), everyone would become fidgety, 
and would have to move around more in or-
der to stay comfortable. So if you were to ask 
me how to increase the interest in a Jazz per-
formance, I would capitalize on this naturally 
occurring condition of people’s need to inter-
act with others by adjusting the way some 
Jazz performances are presented, because 
part of the allure of a pop concert is the natu-
rally built-in interactive nature that can occur 
between all of the attendees. And because 
more money is spent on advertising for the 
sake of drawing a paying crowd that’s large 
enough to offset the overhead cost of host-
ing such an event, the venue will undoubtedly 
have to be large enough to accommodate 
such numbers. Not to mention, the majority 
of the places that could be readily available to 
host large gatherings at any point in time, 
probably wouldn’t have seating available 
anyway—which, once again, would cause 
people to move about, thus inspiring them to 
interact. Furthermore, if the atmosphere is 
conducive for standing and moving about, 
you invariably create an environment that 
doesn’t stifle a natural part of being a human 
being, which is the ability to move about 
freely, and to do so without the fear of any 
type of physical or verbal backlash from ei-
ther the performers or attendees. But as it 
stands, I feel that the lack of relate-ability that 
the average radio listener has with Jazz music 
is it’s assumed lack of inclusiveness…and 
probably more so with Classical music. And I 
feel that it solely rests on the shoulders of 

how these two styles are advertised/
presented.  

The more I think about it, the more I realize 
that we all basically know that the nature of 
pop music is such that the focus of a live 
performance is usually to stick as closely to 
the recorded arrangements as possible, and 
with minimal variation so that the audience 
can not only sing along and get the sense 
that they’re contributing to the show, but so 
the audience can also focus on being enter-
tained by more of the visual aspects of the 
show. So all visuals aside, if we know that 
we’re just going to go see someone play 
exactly what we have them doing on a CD at 
home, then it surely can’t be the music itself 
that would inspire us to attend someone’s 
concert. It has to be something else. And 
that something else is that when someone is 
at one of these concerts and is enjoying 
themselves with either the people that they 
came with, or the people that they’ve just 
met, then that experience gets associated 
with the music, because after all, if it were-
n’t for the concert itself acting as a beacon 
for attracting large groups of people to a 
given space, then those particular experi-
ences wouldn’t happen under those circum-
stances.   

Personally, I don’t care if a listener doesn’t 
understand everything that I do when it 
comes to music. What’s important to me is 
that they’re able to associate me, as well as 
Jazz music, with the more positive memora-
ble experiences that they’ve collected thus 
far, and will hopefully continue to collect 
throughout the rest of their lives.  

Editors’ note:  Portland, OR native Christo-
pher Brown is an accomplished jazz drummer 
and saxophonist.  After serving in the U.S. 
Marine Corps for 4 years, Christopher relo-
cated to New Brunswick, NJ, where he com-
pleted both undergraduate and graduate 
degrees in Jazz Studies/Performance at Rut-
gers University. In the years since, he has be-
come a regular with large ensembles such as 
the George Gee Swing Big Band, as well as an 
in-demand rhythm section player with a wide 
range of artists including Roy Hargrove, Benny 
Golson, Ralph Bowen, Charles Fambrough,  
Gerald Clayton, Paul Bollenback, Ron Affif, 
John Stubblefield, Vincent Herring, Conrad 
Herwig, Sean Jones, Kenny Davis, and many 
others. He currently is the principal saxophon-
ist in the N.J. Army National Guard Band, as 
well as Professor of Jazz History and Assistant 
Director of the Rutgers Summer Jazz Institute 
at Rutgers University in New Brunswick, NJ.  
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